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Abstract. Testing is the activity meant to demonstrate that systems are fit for 

purpose and to detect their defects. On interactive systems, checking the fitness 

for purpose requires proper knowledge of the users’ activities and profiles as 

well as of the context of use. Moreover, defects may be present in software, in-

put/output device hardware or in the way interaction techniques are handled. 

Comprehensively testing interactive systems thus requires a large set of skills 

provided by usability experts, software engineers, human-factor specialists, etc. 

So far, these stakeholders conduct testing activities using processes from their 

respective areas of expertise that do not take advantage of others stakeholders’ 

expertise effectively. This paper discusses the contribution of each stakeholders 

in current testing activities and highlights that a common view of the interactive 

system under test can serve as a mediating tool for each stakeholder to share in-

formation and identify/execute more relevant test suites. 

Keywords: Interactive-System Testing, Stakeholders in Testing, Testing Activ-

ities. 

1 Introduction 

The testing of interactive system is known to be a complex activity that cannot be 

exhaustive [4]. Indeed, testing requires finding the system’s defects and demonstrat-

ing it is fit for purposes [9], which is made difficult by the nature of interactive sys-

tems that integrates hardware, software and humans. On such systems, defects may be 

found in the code of applications as well as in the way the input/output devices and 

interaction techniques are handled in changing context (e.g. when an aircraft enters an 

area of turbulences), etc. Moreover, demonstrating that interactive systems are fit for 

purpose requires the ability to demonstrate that they let the users accomplish their 

goals and also that they are compliant with domain-specific constraints (e.g. is a vide-

ogame matching constraints imposed by rating organizations such as ESRB and 

PEGI?).  

Researchers and practitioners in fields such as Software Engineering and Human-

Computer Interaction developed processes and tools for supporting the testing of in-

teractive systems using coverage criterions relevant in their respective areas of exper-

tise. Furthermore, authorities and rating organizations introduced documentations 

geared towards systems manufacturers to let them know how fitness to purpose is 
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checked for domain-specific aspects. Unfortunately, testing remains conducted by 

stakeholders focusing on their own areas of expertise who are not working in close 

collaboration with stakeholders from other areas. This may lead, for instance, to soft-

ware engineers making some assumptions on the way the user will interact with the 

application. By doing so, they may design test cases/suites that do not properly take 

into account the human capabilities when searching for defects (e.g. the SteamVR 

motion tracking system was not tested with expert players in mind [5]) even though 

some exchanges with usability experts could have help identifying correct ones. We 

claim that by allowing the various stakeholder in the testing activities of an interactive 

system to collaborate, designing relevant test cases would be easier. 

In this paper, we first present the stakeholders in generic process for testing usabil-

ity and software. Then, we present the stakeholders in the testing and validation of 

three kinds of interactive systems. The third section discusses the testing problem 

with architect view in mind and highlights how integrated the testing of interactive 

system should be. The fourth section highlights the need for exchange of information 

between stakeholders and for associated processes. The fifth section concludes the 

paper. 

2 Process View on the Testing of Interactive Systems 

In the fields of HCI and of Software Engineering, the testing activities have different 

objectives and are thus organized by different processes. 

2.1 Testing in HCI 

In the field of HCI, testing is associated to user evaluation, which aims at ensuring 

that the interactive system fulfills user needs in terms of usability, user experience and 

learnability. A good level of usability is always required because users have to be able 

to accomplish their tasks in an efficient way [11]. User testing takes place at various 

stages of the design and development process. The alternation of prototyping and user 

testing phases aims to capture the maximum of user needs and to ensure that user 

tasks and user behavior are compatible with the interactive system presentation and 

behavior. The usability design process (Fig. 1) [7] presents a set of steps that aims at 

developing an usable interactive system. 

The main characteristics of the usability design process (see Fig. 1) are: an early 

user involvement, an iterative and incremental set of design steps, empirical meas-

urements, evaluation of the use in context and multi-disciplinary design teams. Users 

are involved since the beginning of the design process and are then regularly solicited 

for the evaluation of mock ups and for the testing of prototypes. Several stakeholders 

thus contribute to the testing activities: 

 Users: formulate their needs, accomplish given actions with the prototypes and 

give their opinion on the prototypes in terms of the perceived usability, 
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 Designer: gather user needs and produce mock ups and prototypes, ensure that the 

mock ups and prototypes are legible and functional for user review and user test-

ing, 

 Programmers: program high-fidelity prototypes and/or deploy the interactive 

system, ensure that the prototypes are reliable to be tested and used by users, 

 Usability experts: observe and interview users, produce experimental evaluation 

protocols, manage the experiments and analyze the results. 

 

Fig. 1. The usability design process (from [7]) 

2.2 Testing in Software Engineering 

In the field of software engineering, testing “consists of the dynamic verification that 

a program provides expected behaviors on a finite set of test cases, suitably selected 

from the usually infinite execution domain” [8]. During the software development 

process, several types of testing activities aim at ensuring that the produced software 

behaves as specified and is free of defects. Fig. 2 depicts the ordering of the develop-

ment and testing phases in the V software development process [2]. 

 

Fig. 2. Development and testing phases in the “V” development process (from [2]) 
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Fig. 2 illustrates the different types of testing activities required to verify software 

systems. These activities are defined in the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge 

(SWEBOK) [8]. “Module test” (in Fig. 2) or unit test refers to the independent testing 

of each function and procedure. Integration test refers to the testing of several parts of 

the software that interact together. System test refers to the testing of the entire soft-

ware. Acceptance test or validation test refers to the testing of the entire software in 

the context of use.  

The testing of a software application involves different stakeholders [8] such as: 

 Software engineers: produce specifications of requirements, specifications of 

(high level) software design and specification of system tests and integration tests. 

They also integrate the software components, perform the integration tests and 

build the entire software. 

 Programmers: produce component (low level) software specifications, program 

the components and perform the unit tests for the components they have produced. 

 Testers: execute the system tests, produce test reports and raise defects in case 

there are. 

3 Application Domain View on Interactive System Testing 

Beyond the generic nature of the processes presented in the previous section lies ap-

plication domain-specific constraints and uses that may deeply influence the way to 

conduct the testing activities. Testing the compliance with regulatory obligations or 

guidelines are amongst the activity that may cause the involvement of specific stake-

holders in the testing of an interactive system. In this section, we present some stake-

holders involved in the testing of i) desktop application with GUI, ii) videogames and 

iii) safety critical systems. 

3.1 Testing of GUI-Based Applications 

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) are known to be impossible to test exhaustively as 

the number of sequences of events that can be performed on their widgets is infinite 

[3]. Thus, the main challenge in testing GUIs is to identify the relevant event se-

quences to execute on GUI widgets [10]. Indeed, Banerjee et al. [3] define GUI test-

ing as “solely by performing sequences of events (e.g. “click on button”, “enter text”, 

“open menu”) on GUI widgets (e.g. “button”, “text-field”, “pull-down menu”)”. 

Banerjee et al. [3] present several types of GUI testing techniques (script-based test-

ing, capture/replay testing and model-based testing). For each technique, different 

stakeholders are involved: 

 Programmer: program the GUI application. In script-based testing approaches, 

the programmer additionally writes scripts describing the event sequence to exe-

cute and the expected state of the GUI either between each events or after the com-

plete sequence. 
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 Users: accomplish given actions with the GUI applications. In capture/replay test-

ing approaches, the users’ interaction with the application are recorded. They are 

then used later for non-regression testing.  

 Software engineers: execute the tests. The capture/replay approach allows to rec-

ord relevant sequences (the ones that users actually performs), its main drawback is 

that these recordings become outdated as soon as a GUI element changes (e.g. 

while adding a tab in a settings window). 

 Test automation managers and test automation engineers: are involved for 

model-based testing approaches. They select and apply techniques to build models 

of the GUI behavior from the results of the reverse engineering of the application 

[10] or from the requirements and specifications of the application [15]. They build 

models describing all the executable event sequences of up to a given length (as se-

lected by test automation manager). The models are then used to generate relevant 

event sequences (e.g. all the sequences leading to the “Save as” dialog).  

Besides the event-driven nature of the GUI, some organizations may want to verify 

that their GUI complies with specific guidelines such as accessibility one (e.g. [16]). 

While the automation of some of these tests is possible, usability experts may be in-

volved in this process. 

3.2 Testing of Games 

Testing of games shares quality concerns with software applications. However, for the 

development of games, there is a common agreement in the community that success-

ful games rely on an iterative development approach. Usability evaluation is an im-

portant aspect in games development: if a game is not usable (e.g. the interaction 

technology does not allow easy learning how to play the game), a game is typically 

not successful. Novak [12] makes a distinction between testing activities and quality 

assurance activities in game development. The game testing activities focus on the 

usability and user experience of the game. Whereas, the quality assurance activities 

include process monitoring, game evaluation and auditing according to the developer 

and publisher standards. Novak [12] identifies the following stakeholders involved in 

the testing of games: 

 Unit testing manager is the responsible of the testing of multiple game projects.  

 Lead tester is the testing team supervisor and manager. In addition, the lead tester 

must identify some types of errors (i.e. modeling or texturing errors)  

 Compatibility and format testers work for a publisher. They focus on the cross-

platform game compatibility. 

 Production (developer), quality assurance (publisher), regression testers usual-

ly work together. They make suggestions to improve, to add or delete game fea-

tures. They take into account prospective competing titles. Regression testers focus 

on severe bugs. 
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 Playability, usability and beta testers are involved during the Beta phase. The 

Beta Testers are volunteers who test the game in-house. They are members of 

game’s target users. 

 Focus testers are target users who test the game with the marketing department. 

These tests are similar to focus group [14]. 

Rating organizations (e.g. PEGI, ESRB, etc.) are also part of the validation process 

of a game. They are responsible for rating the game prior to their release and inter-

vene at pre-production stage to attribute provisional ratings (found in game trailers), 

during the main production to adjust the rating to the game changes and in post-

production to deal, for instance, with the rating of additional game content. 

3.3 Testing of Safety Critical Systems 

In safety critical systems, several quality factors deeply influence the development 

process such as reliability, fault-tolerance or security. The nature and high cost related 

to the evaluation of critical systems makes it necessary to test the whole system be-

fore its deployment, contrary to non-critical systems that can be patched. This con-

straint leads to plan certification very early in the development process of the system. 

To do so, the certification authority and the applicant commit an agreement as soon as 

a new project enters an active development phase. Then, each part of the system is 

tested and revised until it matches the certification requirements. In order to make the 

testing activities dependable, the principles of fault tolerance as detailed in [6] can be 

applied to the testing activity. For instance, assigning people of different organiza-

tions to the development and to the system testing covers the diversity and segrega-

tion principles. Hereinafter, we present the stakeholders involved in the testing and 

validation process of an aircraft, as listed by the Federal Aviation Administration [1] 

certification authority: 

 FAA (certification authority): authority supplies requirements (regulation and 

policy) and associated means of compliance to the applicant, determine conformity 

and airworthiness. 

 Applicant’s inspectors and designees: must demonstrate the compliance of the 

system to be certified with these requirements.  

 Applicant’s flight test pilots: conduct flight tests to show compliance. 

 FAA (certification authority) aircraft evaluation group and designees evaluate 

conformance to operations and maintenance requirements. 

Because safety critical systems are large-scale systems with multiple components, the 

testing process needs some automation. Moreover, the applicant’s engineers may use 

formal model-based methods to model the system with automated property checking 

by using model-checkers as described in the DO-178C supplement 333 [13]. To avoid 

unnecessary tests, if a part of the already certified system is reused and unchanged in 

a new system to be certified, the already certified system part does not need to be 

tested. 
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4 Architectural View on Interactive-System Testing 

In the previous sections, we highlighted that testers work with various considerations 

in mind. Thus, a key to support multiple stakeholder points of view in the testing of 

an interactive system is to benefit from a mediating view that bridges the gaps be-

tween those considerations. As architectures are meant to describe the conceptual 

structure and logical organization of a system, they are prime candidate to serve as 

mediating tools. While most architectures are domain specific (i.e. network architec-

ture, software architecture, etc.), the H-MIODMIT architecture [4] (Fig. 3) highlights 

the presence of the human (left of Fig. 3) and the software (right part of Fig. 3). 

Moreover, this architecture considers hardware by explicitly mentioning “Input De-

vices” and “Output Devices”. 

 

Fig. 3. The H-MIODMIT architecture (from [4]) 

Thanks to such architecture, it is possible to reason at a higher level of abstraction 

than with any domain-specific architecture. Thus, a usability expert (bringing 

knowledge about the human capabilities) may state that “a properly motivated human 

using a light enough controller can turn their wrist at up to 3600 degrees/sec” in a 

Virtual Reality experience [5]. Looking at this statement over the H-MIODMIT archi-

tecture, we identify that it relies on the knowledge of the “Motor Processor” (leftmost 

component in Fig. 3) and serves as an input knowledge for the testing of the “Input 

Devices” (i.e. the controllers motion sensors must be capable of handling rotation 

speed of up to 3600 degrees/sec). Moreover, this means that “Drivers and Libraries” 

must be able to produce relevant high-level events from the controller data (e.g. con-

sidering the way the controller samples information, is a “byte” sufficient to convey 

the delta angle?). Ultimately, such Usability Expert statement will translates into test 

specifications for components throughout H-MIODMIT. This architecture remains 

however insufficient to distribute all the testing requirements as it does not highlights, 

for instance, the existence of the context of use and its impact on the various systems’ 

components. 
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5 Conclusion 

Designing reliable and usable interactive systems is complex and involves multiple 

stakeholders. This position paper presents some of the stakeholders involved in inter-

active system testing. It highlights that the stakeholders from different areas of exper-

tise may benefit from the knowledge of each other during the testing activities. This 

backs our claim that processes and tools supporting multiple stakeholders’ points of 

view in the testing of interactive systems are required. Such processes and tools 

should provide ways for each stakeholders to understand the high-level test require-

ments defined in other areas of expertise and ways to trace-back them from refined 

requirements to propagate changes if the architecture or purpose of the interactive 

system evolves. Furthermore, they should be able to cope with application domain-

specific requirements to design as comprehensive as possible test suites. 
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